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W_LoadWadFile: Couldn't Load gfx.wad 1.6 -.Tag Archives: DNS I’m
currently doing a course called ‘networking’, and we are trying to

do an experimental course on the history of the internet (well, to be
truthful, we’re given a few options to choose from and this is the
one we’re sticking with, at the moment). Anyway, I thought I’d

mention a few of the sites and historic facts that I’ve found along
the way. It’s going to be an interesting series of notes, I’m sure. –

The first actual website was online in August 1991, courtesy of Tim
Berners-Lee. It was named The World Wide Web — more or less a
blank page, with links to other pages. – The first web servers were
created by Paul Mockapetris, which was developed by him at the

MIT AI Lab. This wasn’t by any means the first server, as the
Almanac of the World Wide Web stated that at least two web

servers were first conceived in 1981: at the Stanford AI Lab and at
the NASA Space Center (they got the name Stanford University

from a NASA computer system called STANFORD, a fact that I was
not aware of until I did my course on history of the internet). – The

first HTTP web server was one of the earliest commercially
available web servers. It was a RED HAT package which became
available in 1993, and was the first web server which was open-

source and could be freely shared. It came out 2 years before the
Mosaic, and was given the name Apache, which is a Apache

Foundation project. – The first web browser was also started in
1991, more or less on the same day as the first web server. It was

called N
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